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INTRODUCTION

INFORMED PARTICIPATION AND CITIZEN ACTION-RESEARCH

"What?" Ano her udy? What we need is some action
for a change."

We've all heard this many times. Doing a study
often seems to be the surest way to avoid taking action.
Politicians and government officials have long buried
controversial issues in studies--studies that end up
in yesterday's newspapers, written so that nobody will
want to wade through them.

We should not stop studying things. Or fail to
get the facts before we act. But in the area of local
public schools, we should ask, "Who should study what?
Toward what end? Why? And how can we combine research
with action to solve the problems we uncover?"

We are convinced that some of the most useful re-
search on community and education problems can be done
by the people most affected, the local residents. The
community that will influence its schools can make
them accountable. Professional educators or school
board mtmbers who encouraoe citizens to become involved
in fact-finding and making recommendations will dis-
cover new channels for community involvement and im-
proved community relations.

It's no surprise that as public schools have in-
creased their expenditures, they have also faced in-
creasing demands for accountability from the clients
they serve and the constituents who "pay the freight."
But.for many reasons school board members and school
officials are less able or willing to be responsive to
the people they serve or represent. Highly centralized
districts, for example, mean more constituents for each
representative. The average school board member now
represents twenty times more people than s/he did in
1900. When people are demanding accountability, and
officials are less able to respond, the result is often
public suspicion, lack of support, and misunderstandlng.

Citizen participation in education can help alle-
viate these problems by making parents, students, and
community members equal partners in educational .deci-
sion making. In this sense, citizen participation
means informed involvement in which the people power
of a community or an entire, city is marshaled to
solve the community's problems..



1.R.E.

The Institute for Responsive Education ( .R.E.)
has been working to help public officials and community
groups increase their ability to work together toward
common goals of better education. I.R.E. recently
completed a year-long field project on "Citizen Action-
Research," funded by the Hazen Foundation of New Haven,
Connecticut.

Citizen Action-Research is a process designed to
increase positive citizen participation through

icommun-ity learning. Fact-finding and follow-up, when t is
done by the people who themselves must act, can be a
powerful form of citizen action, a new style of commun-
ity politics. The work includes programs at the local,
state, and national levels.

In a citizen action-research program citizens be-
come involved in defining the issues, getting the facts,
determining what needs to_be done, and doing it. They
draw m local resources wherever possible to help ac-
complish their goals. The politics of alienation,
frustration, and confrontation are replaced by the
politics of planning together and acting together.

We are not naive enough to think that adversarial
si uations and conflicts will never come up, even in
this process. But neither can we ignore the evidence
that in the absence of positive steps by public offi-
cials and community groups, the result is at best dis-
trust, apathy or nonsupport,_and at worst, open hostil-
ity. Citizen action-research offers one good way to
build a climate, structure, and set of programs for
cooperative problem solving by public officials and
lay people.

I.R.E.'s first action-research publication was
Parker Palmer's Action--Research: A New St 11 of Poli-
tics in Education, which outlined eight tec niques fo
citizen fac -finding. One of the mbst important ways
that citizens can get the facts is by_using documents.
How to use them most efficiently is the topic of this
report, You CAn LooK It 4p... Other publications in
I.R.E.'s7A711-(7=1Tisearch series are listed on the
back cover.
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YOU CAN LOOK IT UP

The late Casey Stengel of baseball fame, after
winding up an intricate story or incredible anecdote,
would often catch an unbelieving gleam in his listener's
eyes. Noting that look, "Professor" Stengel would
counter with a reassuring, "You could look it up."
Somewhere, Casey was sure, the information to substan-
tiate his argument could be found in writing. His tale
could be substantiated, his knowledge validated.

Citizens conducting an action research project may
face similar problems. You'll often want to rely on
written materials to substantiate your proposals for
change. And in answering questions about the schools,
documents are a great source of data. You too, can
look it up.

Books, articles, public documents, court decrees,
laws,_meeting_minutes, newspapers, and other print
media are useful sources of background information, in-
formed opinion, and ideas for change. Whatever your
researchable problem or issue, someone has probably
done prior research on the questions you are asking.
Finding that research as efficiently as possible will
help you immeasurably.

-- prescreening the literarure

Many people have the idea that research is a logi-
cal, predictable process. Unfortunately, that's not
always the case. Life would be dull in the absence of
little surprises and unusual twists. So would re-
searching your problem. Plodding through reams of
materials--however rationallyis neither efficient
nor exciting.

What can be both enjoyable and effective is to
zero in on people and reference tools that help you
find the answers to your questions. That way, you'll
be able to chase down promising leads and avoid--to
some extent--unproduotive outlays of time and effort.
Sure, therea always a certain degree of "muddling
through" in document research, just as in any other
project. You. O.an Look it Up will help you find switch-
boards to -0 Ug you in_o -t 0 documents most suited to
solving your researchable problem.

7
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Since a wealth of information is available on al-
most any educational question, you must be selective.
There's probably too much written about education.
Many documents are jargon-laden, practically unreadable.
Many more have accumulated because the "publish or
perish" syndrome plaguing professors leads to the pro-
liferation of publications that have no practical appli-
cation.

Your problem will be lectins a mapageable quality
ion. us

is impb an o prescreeif e i era ure. The first
step in prescreening is developing a clear understand-
ing of your goals in looking for information.

What's your researchable problem?
Why are you looking into it?
What type of information are you looking

for?
How do you plan to use i

These are questions you should answer at the outset.
Facts For A Change, the core handbook of I.R.E.'s
ction-Research Publications, can be very helpful in

answering these questions.

The second ste in rescreenin. 's askinj for su
estions from p,pople_who.

o- familiar with educational 1iterattie in :enera: .
Advocacy groups, community workrs, 0-anners, tea6hers
and administrators, librarians, researchers, and uni-
versity professors can help you. With their assistance,
you'll be able to zero in on practical material that
ap'plies to your concerns.

Professors may not always be especially interested
in nonacademic, applied, action-oriented research, but
they usually have a really good grasp of the literature
in their fields. Graduate students may be able to sug-
gest more_current, less technical readings. Universi-
ties nay have a wide range of institutes and specialists
in your field.

A group concerned about science curriculum or
school governance, for instance, could find help from
the staff of most schools of education. A group con-
cerned about student rights might ask the law school
for help. Don't be shy. Contact these people, explain
what you're doing, and ask for free advice.
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Teachers, school administrators, nonprofi. re-.
search and advocacy groups, newspaper reporters, and
citizen activists can help you find documents too.
They may not have as wide a grasp of the literature as
do university people, but the documents will guide
you and will frequently be shorter, more readable and
more practical.

It's also wise to find out what is available, in
the libraries I:, your area. University libraries.are
more extensive than allbut the largest public librar-
ies. University libraries also have lots of specialized
material and extensive collections of periodicals.

Public libraries, on the other hand, carry more
popular literature. They also have picture files,_
special journals, and back copies of local and national
newspapers. Many newspapers also maintain small librar-
ies and "vertical files" of pictures and clippings.
Ask a librarian or another resource person you've con-
tacted to tell you "what's where."

. Don't use only libraries. Find out which book-
stores stock 1.p-to-date material on your subject. Check
to see where public documents are located, and to which
you have access. Look for films, slides,.recordings,
and other audio-visual materials. Libraries may be
the rrost extensive sources of information, but there
are other possibilities too.

These two simple steps of goal setting and sug-
gestion seeking can save time and improve the quality
of your work. You'll find relevant titles, authors,
magazines, films, bookstores, indexes, catalogues, and
new resource people. Considering that it takes only a
few hours, the payoff in prescreening can be terrific.

-- the most important sources --

Once you've taken these initial steps, you'll be
working with other sources of documentary evidence on
education. These include:

-Current Books
-Indexes
-Periodicals
-Bibliographies
-ERIC (the Educational Resources

tion Clearinghouse)
n to rma-
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-Newspapers
-Government documents and reports
-The U.S. Census for your area
-Public and quasi-public records in
your community.

CURRENT BOOKS

Current books and periodicals provide timely, up-
to7date information on most topics in education. Large
libraries, such as those found in many cities and at
universities or colleges, are the best places to look
for books and periodicals. Check the card catalogue
listings under your topic. Librarians are there to
help you locatospecific materials, compile reading
lists, and teach you to use indexes and bibliographies.

Books in Print is a resource book that lists every
currently pu lished book. It's arranged by subject,
title, and/or author; lists both paperbacks and hard-
'covers; and can be found in almost any library or
bookstore.

Another excellent source of information about ed-
uca ion is the library at the high school in your town.
Most school systems maintain "professional libraries"
for teachers and admipistrators. These are usually
located at the high s-chool. If you can't find it
there, ask the principal or librarian if your town,
or_neighboring community, has a professional library
and how ycu can use it.

NOEIES

An index tells you where to find books, articles,
and mports. The following are the most important
education-related indexes:

The_Education Inclex -- lists educe ional books, pe
iodicals, papers, reports, pamphlets. Arranged by
subject and date. Available at moSiLuniversity and
large urban libraries.

Readers_Guide Periodical Literature -- lists arti-
cleS-from genera peribdi-C1 s sue: as- .owsweek, Time,
Har_ers, etc. Arranged by subject anr-a-aTIT Avai
able at most libraries, although the material it re-
fers you to may not be as accessible.

immtoapJA Rea_ders' Guide_ to Periodical Literature. --
same as full--ver-Si&f,-tiUt indexes only-IEZ7tTHITTy-five

10
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magazines, (compared to the one-hundred i
Guide.)

ccriplete

_Sub'ect Guide to Books_in Print -- lock under Educa-
tion for a complete listing of slibtopics, titles, au-
thors, prices, publishers, etc. B.00ks_tn Print also
comes indexed by author and title.-- Separate version:
Pa erbound Books_in_Print, available fcr paperbacks,
found at virtually any library or bookstore.

Magazine_and qournal Indexes -- Most magazines or
journals 6ompile and print their own index every six
months ir year.

PERIODICALS

Magazines and journals are the best sources of
current studies, statistics, facts, and professional
opinion. They frequently cover new ideas, wp-to-the
minute issues, and themes that are untouched in books.

Over 40,000 periodicals are.published each year
in the U.S. and Canada on every imaginable topic. The
indexes described in thts paper tell you how to cut
through this potential morass. It's, helpful to find
out which journals are scholarly, professional, and pop-
ular.

Monthlies like Phi _Delta Ka an and Clearinghouse
are useful for profesionef and lay readers aft e._
Trade journalS such as those published by principals'
and teachers'associations will also be useful for school/
community projects. 'tizen Action_ln_Edu_c_ation, the
I.R.E. quarterly, is particularly helpful to groups
interested in improving school/community relations.

BIBLI0GRAPHIES

Bibliographies list books on particular subjects.
They are available in almost every library, and some
can be found in bookstores. Ask for assistance when
you're looking for a bibliography, because they can be
hard to find.

The best bibliographies are specific and annotated.
That is, they are geared to a single topic and include
a capsule description and/or critique of each listing.
Don Davies' Citizen Partici-a Aon in Education: Anno-
tated Biblio-ra TS an ex

Sometimes organizations and publishers compile
bibliographies or publication lists. The National YWCA,
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for instance, has an excellent bibliography on fund-
raising. The National Commission on Resources for
Youth, to use another illustration, catalogues their
materials m youth programs and mails out a publication
list. If you know of a group interested in your prob-
lem, write to them for a bibliography. If they don't
have one, they may be willing to compile one for you.

THE_EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES INFORMATION CENTER (ERIC)

Like Books in Print, ERIC is both an index and a
bibliography. ERIC provides anyone interested in edu-
cation with a nationwide computerized information net-
work. It's designed to acquire, index, annotate,
retrieve on request, and distribute the most signifi-
cant and timely educational reports. Recently, ERIC
has begun to list projects and programs as well as
documents. ,

The basic ERIC reference tools are an annotated
monthly publication, Resources in Education and a com-
puterized information retrieval system. ERIC is avail-
able at most city, university, and state, college
libraries.

Each volume of Resources in Education contains an
index announcing reciht reports. These materials are
listed by author, subject, and sponsoring institution.
Each report is concisely summarized. Ordering and
pricing information i5 included.

-

For about $15, ERIC will conduct a computerized
search for titles related to your researchable problem.
This is an amazingly efficient way to generate written
materials for your study. Ask a university librarian
where you can find the ERIC reference tools at a con-
venient location.

NE SWERS

Newspapers can be a rich ,ource of facts and
opinions on educational probh s, especially local
problems. Newspapers supply information on news events,
and help you sort out the background, personalities,
issues and decisions.

To trace a local story, head for the local news-
paper office. An editor or librarian will help you
find the wropriate clippings and pictures. You'll
be able:lo get stories, editorials, features, and back-
ground ilformation about your issue. If you ask,

12
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you'll probably be ableto meet with and interview
staff members who've been covering_ your issue. They
can give you some of the "inside information" you need.

_Libraries usually keep back copies of local papers
for_10-60 days. Many national newspapers are also
available, in current issues, at large libraries.
Metropolitan dailes like The Boston Globe, or Washin
ton Post for instance, are available on microfilm at
lfbraries across the country. Naturally, the closer
you get to Boston, for instance, the more libraries
will carry the complete set of Globe microfilms.

Perhaps the Most well known and most frequently
microfilmed newspaper is The New_ York Times. The Times
is a fully indexed, first class source OTTnformation
on national educational issues and events. The Times
offers, in addition to its daily education coverage;-
an annual supplement on education. Furthermore, the
Ttmes microfilm series is so well indexed that impor-
tanI issues, articles, and developments_ are actually
summarized and historically traced in The New York
Times Index.

The Times offers complete coverage of educational
affairs and is widely accessible.

GOVERNMENT _DOCU ENTS AND REPORTS

Government documents and reports are a useful
soum:e of background information, statistics, and pro-
posals. The U.S. Office of Education and state De-
partments of Education, for instance, compile lists of
their publications (sometimes in conjunction with
federal or state printing offices

The annual indexes of The Month 1 catalo
U.S._Government publtcations and T.e Mont. C St
of State Publlcations are gOod sources. of government
documents. In addi-tion to nationally known reports
(such as the Kerner Commission on Civil Disorders),
government publication lists, catalogues, and indexes
include a host of titles that may be obscure, but are
on target for you.

One particularly valuable government document is
the U_.S. Census and its report on your area. As ex-
plaiiied-in-lifs For A Chanol, the community setting is
a crucial component of many educational problems. And
the census compiles all sorts of data about the cdm-
ommsetting.

13
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Census data are broken down into small geographic
'units called "tracts" within towns, cities, metropolitan
areas. The report on each census tract, and the summa-
tion of tracts, into larger areas, include classifications
by e.ge, race, educational level, occupation, income and
other characteristics. The Census statistics can:

-Serve as useful b'ackground for your study;
-Document and measure social and economic trends;
- Help project population movements;
- Locate and identify population groups;
-Reinforce your proposals for change.

The following example, taken from Census_Da_ta for
Communitylion illustrates how you can use the Cen-S-us
to document and prove the need for certain policies arid
programs.

Establishment of Adult Education Programs

City school systems, junior colleges, br other
community organizations sometimes conduct adu4t
educational programs to enable persons to com-
plete high school, learn new skills, or study
other subjects of interest to them. A oommun-ty
action organization may find census statistics
of considerable value in proving the need for an
adult_education program or in convincing officials
to add particular types of courses or conduct
courses in more convenient facilities.

The nature of tile neighborhood involved will sug-
gest_the types of census data which should be
checked in conryction with assessing -the need for
adult education programs. In general, data on
education, employment status, income, and similar
subjects will be of greatest value. Since the
key subjects are based on sample results census
tracts are the smallest area which ban be studf d.

A quick review of some of the kinds of tract lta
and their implications for adult education :
will demonctrate their potential value.

The number of persons 65 years old and over
is:mportant in determining the need for daytime
and evening courses in arts, crafts and other
leisure-time pursuits.

14
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The' count of personzvwith Spanish language
background or Puerto Rican birth or parentage_
may suggest a need for courses taught in Spanish
and courses to improve English language usage.

A. Low percentage of 16 and 17 year olds en-
rolled in school, and the percentage of 18 to 21
year olds who are not high school graduates and
not enrolled in school, might indicate the need
for offering high school completion courses.

Counts of persons 25.years old and over in
each tract by years of school completed will help
determine the need for Job training and the kind
of Job training which should be offered. Employ-
ment opportunities in the area are also an impor-
tant determinant of Job training needs.

The number of families with income below
the poverty level and with children under 8 or
children under 6 may suggest the 'need for in-
struction in low budget meal planning, health
care, and itar family and home-oriented
subjects.

The preceding illustrations suggest some of the ways in
which census data may relate to adult Oucation plan-
ning. Each community group will probably be able to
find other tsays to use census data, to understand its
own.neighborhood. It will usually be necessary to con-
sider several different characteristics in order to
plan an adult education program which will meet the
needs of the community.*

PUBLIC_AND UASI-PUBLIC _RECORDS

Public and quasi-public records are very valuable
in community research. For example, every jurisdiction
issues an annual report, budget, and financial state-
ment. These are public records, and you have access
to them.

In addition to public laws, a variety of legisla-
tive documents are available: staff reports, the Con-
gressional Record, state legislative records, etc.

*U.S.Dept. of CoNmerce, Censu!_Datafor Community
Action, November, 1972, pp. 10---11.

15
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You might also find useful information in county codes,
sdhool board records, transcripts of council meetings,
or the minutes of hearings. The list of available re-
cords is long and complex.

The trick is to become familiar with agencies and
people whose business it is to know what records are
available and where. That's how you build your own
mental inventory of public records. Almost all of these
records are public information--more now than ever since
the passing of the Freedom of Information Act--but you
will undoubtedly have to request them.

You may have to do more than just.ask, in fact.
Too often public records are treated like private prop-
erty by the officials who keep them. Legally you have
the right t) see them. But you may have to insist on
that right. Be firm and persistent, especially when
officials-seem to have something to hide.

Obtaining these records is often worth a hassle
over eccess. When combined with data from observations
(what's really going on), surveys (what people think
about what's going on), and readings (what ought to be
going on), public records (what the system says is go-
ing on) can paint a full picture of what's happening
and WV. Even without complementary data from other
sources, public and quasi-public records can help
illuminate official conduct, or misconduct. Without
these records it's almost impossible to hold officials
accountable for teir public actions.

Common examples of records you might want in-
clude the minutes and transcripts of official meetings,
polity statements, reports of state and regional ac-
creditation committees, the contracts negotiated by a

school district with teacher organizations, student
handbooks, and job descriptions. Like newspapers,
records can be particularly helpful in tracing communi-
ty issues.

Perhaps the main limitation of the use of public
records is your imagination. Most of us, for instance,
would not be particularly interested in the fact that
reports are availabl.e on the revenue collected from
downtown parking meters. But one researcher used those
reports to measure the impact of a strike on downtown
shopping.

16
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AUDIO _V_I_SUAL_MATERIAL.3

Audio visual materials are another good source
of information. You'll find them in libraries and
media centers. They are listed either in the card cata-
logue or in a special section. (Check with the librar-
ian or instructional resource coordinator.)

Some of the materials that are available are maps,
picture collections, filmstrips, slides, TV tapes,
films, tapes, records, and oral history collections.
And you aren't limited to the library you're using.
Catalogues cf materials that you can borrow.or inex-
pensively rent are available at most libraries. You'll
find general catalogues such as the E_duca_tional Media
Index (McGraw Hill) or Sources of AuAlT=Ta170W151WThis

Government Print ti S ice Cata-.

distributed by rental agencies, nonprofit and govern-
ment organizations, and public and university film
libraries.

Audio Visual materials often cover the same
material as found in documents, but are more graphic
and suitable for group presentations. They are worth
looking into-

OTHER SOURCES

A few other sources deserve brief mention. Ency-
clopedias provide background materials, but are often
too general. One exception is the E.ncylopedia of Edu-
cational Research,_ published every ITF77FUT77the
CducatiOniiResearch Council and the MacMillan Company.
It summarizes major research findings on children and
education.

Educational dictionaries such as Good's_Diction-
ary of Education (MtGraw Hill, 1959) can be-useful.
But current ones are hard to find.

Yearbooks and directories are more helpful. Among
the best of the yearbooks are the Standard Education
Almanac (Academic Media, Los Angeles: an- e :.utation
Directory (Government Printing Office, WashingtenT.
--oTh7-7.ovide current information on many topics in
education. The best source directories are usually
available from special interest organizations and ex-
plore one specific area. For instance, I.R.E. has one
on school/community collaboration.
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-- advantages of document rescIrch

Using the-documentary eilidence doesn't create
opportunities for face-to-face interaction with the
public. However, it has several important advantages
for action-researchers.

-It is efficient.
.-It is the most effective, thorough way to
find out how others have looked at your
problem and what solutions have been proposed.

-It is nonthreatening to the researcher. Peo-
ple who would prefer not to conduct an inter-
view or do first hand field research may not
mind spending a few hours in the library.
-It is valuable.for finding background informa-
tion and ideas for change.

-It is the only way to investigate rules,
budgets, and other records of "what the sy: em
sayS it is doing."
-It is, therefore, a useful way to check on
public officials and, if necessary, to prove
official 'misconduct.
-It is one way to increase your organization's
familiarity with its area of interest. You'll
develop a "mental file" of resources about
your topic.

The following example demonstrates how using docu-
ments helps build community skills and teamwork. I.R.E.
worked with an inner city neighborhood organization in
Boston that recently solved a "flooding problem." Base-
ments of local homes had mysteriously flooded, causing
substantial inconvenience and property damage,to poor
and working class residents. Nobody was willing ,to_
take responsibility-for the flooding. And nobody in
the area knew the cause.

The organization's community organizers_developed
a_group of thirty residents to investigate the problem.
They pored over underground -maps amd engineering re-
ports in city offices and public works agencies. It
was-a demanding and time consuming process, but it
worked!

These action-researchers found evidence which
(they believe) demonstrated an underground stream was
re-routed unintentionally during a public construction
project. Because this informal action-research group
dug up this evidence, residents are now negotiating a
settlement with government agencies.
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.They _also undertook a subsequent project: monitor-
ing the quality of food at local markets -- in coopera-
tion with the Massachusetts Attorney General's Consumer
Protection Division.

-- make documents work for you

There are countless ways to make documents work
for you.

- Student handbooks and_pamphlets explaining
student rights can help avoid unwarranted
suspensions.

-Census data can help solve social, educa-
tion and curriculum problems.

- Articles, books, and studies can give you
the knowledge you need to make wise educa-
tional decisions and help your group gain
respect.

- Your own studies can provideevidence to
officials that you are a serious, persis-
tent, knowledgeable interest group.

The keys to &Bing documents are planning, thor-
oughness. and.access. Start out by talking_to the ex-
perts. Use the-reference tools listed in this section.
Judicious use of the literature and public reports can
add tremendously to your project.
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THE OVERCROWDING COMMITTEE:

A Citizen's Report

by Diane Cantata

Diane Cantara 7..8 a sentor at Brockton High School.
She_helps coordinate an internship program for other
high school students and writes feature articles for
the Permanent Press the high school newspaer. En-
couraged by her friends to Join a studentfaculty ad-
ministration committee to study overcrowding, Diane
first helped shape 4 brief survey. She then searched
the literature for information related to overcrowding
in schools. What she discovered changed the shape of
the committee's proposals. How she discovered it
a vivid illustration of how you too can "look it up."

The facts seemed conclusive. Brockton High School
was originally constructed for a student capacity of
4800; but now, six years after opening its doors, the
school is housing over 5800 students daily. There are
as many as thirty-five to forty students in some
classes. The school administration was forced to
adopt a modified open campus plan simply because there
was not enough room inside for all the students, and
not enough teachers to supervise them. Obviously,
Brockton High School has a serious overcrowding problem.

. And it will only become more acute with each incoming
class.

These "facts" prompted two members of the Brock-
ton High Student Senate to initiate a committee_to
study overcrowding and suggest solutions. I joined
the committee whose members included several adminis-
trators, one teacher, one social -worker, and.four stu-
dents. It waS christened with a most unoriginal moni-
ker--the Overcrowding Committee--and set about to tack-
le the overcrOWding problem head on.

We asssumed that the school was overcrowded. The
school enrollment, planned capacity, and class size
figures, plus our own experiencesseemed to support the
assumption. What we needed was some eye-opening data
that would rattle the Brockton School Committee into
action- We decided to poll stydent and faculty opin-
ion on mvercrowding and other topics. Surely an over
whelming majority of students would consider the_
school and their classes oppressively overcrowded.
The results would be a real eye-opener! With that as
our goal, we constructed a short questionnaire and
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distributed it to every student.

The final results were eye-opening all right-- -o
us. The percentages revealed that students do not find
Brockton High over-crowded; that students evaluate
their classes as "just right" in size; and that kids
feel neither overwhelmed, lost, nor insignificant by
the school's large population. Other questions also
revealed that students were satisfied with the educa-
tion offered at Brockton High. This was one conclu-
ston we least expected at a school where grumbling
seemed omnipresent.

Rather than answering our questionsor supporting
our assumptions, the results raised new questions.
Does school or class size have any relation to the
quality of education? And if factors such as these
are important, what was their effect at Brockton High
School? We recognized that we needed to step back and
do what perhaps should have come first--check the
literature for relevant information, or, in the jargon,
do a liThe plain old library research.

The library was the logical starting point. Armed
with sharp pencils and empty notebooks, I spent one
fine Saturday afternoon in the research room of the
Brockton Public library. My goal was to find four or
five relevant articles about school and class size and
the relationship between size and the gu'aTity of educa-
tion in high schools.

I started my assault at the card catalogue. My
former Research and Report Writing teacher suggested
that I try the headings URBAN STUDIES and MEGALOPOLIS
as possible leads. URBAN STUDIES referred me to EDUCA-
TION, URBAN, which referred me to BROCKTON, MA: PUBLIC
SCHOOLS, which yielded absolutely nothing. MEGALOPOLIS
was not listed in the catalogue._ Rather than waste
more time searching for potentially useless headings)
I asked the librarian for suggestions. She directed
me to a special card catalogue compiled from the local
newspaper, The-Brockton Epter-rie. Headlines had been
clipped from t-e newspaper and ar-ringed_by topic.
Happily, I took the drawer labeled Brockton. 00 School
News. Unhappily, it was the lengthof my d-rni. I re-
treated to my seat, file drawer in hand.

After two hours of mind-boggling and finger-numb-
ing perusal of that catalogue, my notebook was_still
emp y and my eyes were bloodshot. 1 had wasted a
who e afternoon chasing false leads. The committee
wou d be proud of me.
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Monday morning I tried a different approach. I

contacted Mr. Thomas Cibotti, a Brockton High adminis-
trator, for advice. Mr. Cibotti is a major force in our
overcrowding study and a doctoral student at Boston
College. I knew that he'd help. He told me that the
easiest route would be tp write to ERIC for a biblio-
graphy and have them de a computer search for titles
on high school overcrowding. "Let them do the leg-
lgork for you," he said. Unfortunately, time was limited
and our committee was without a budget. The advice
was good, but I couldn't use it. Cibotti's tip about
ERIC, however, came in handy later in my search. Mr.
Cibotti also suggested the Superintendent of Brockton
Schools as a possible source, and gave me the phone
number of a Dein at Boston College who had helped him
in several similar situations.

These referrals would be helpful when we were
ready to interpret and build proposals from dur data,
but we still needed concrete information from other
studies and theories about school size, class size, and
overcrowding. A teacher gave me a copy of piA§_chool
Small School, a Philadelphia study, and a summariEf
school effectiveness researth. But that wasn't enough.
Reluctantly I headed back to the library.

But this time I went to the Mugar Memorial Library
at Boston University accompanied by a social studies
teacher who was also a graduate student at Boston Uni-
versity's School of Education. After the local_ library,
the university_facilities seemed incredible. The col-
lection on education was extensive, probably because,
the School of Education at BU is a very large institu-
tion.

We first looked in the Library of Con:ress Sub-
ject _Headings, which is available at -rhOit co_ ege
UTTFMr77YETTTound nothing particularly pertinent.
Neither of us had titles or authors at our fingertips,
so those indexes didn't help much.

We decided to look for periodicals. First, we
checked ERIC, by hand. Resources_ on Education is a
quarterly magazine that TrT(TI,TEFF6TITTIEFITYnd
scholarly publications on various topics in education.
A concise summary of each article is _included in th=e
listing. I found two summaries which were particular-
ly relevant and xeroxed the pages for handy reference.

The index that proved most useful was the Educa-
tion Index. We looked under seVeral different topic
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headings such as Overcrowdinn, Class Size, School Size,
and then came up with the call,numbers of nine re evant
magazine titles. I either took notes on the var.' us
articles or had the pages duplicated.

I did not waste nearly as much time as.I had be-
fore because my "resource person" was familiar with
the various indexes and publications. I avoided the
dull and time-consuming task of searching under vague,
highly general headings in the card catalogue, and
started immediately in the more specific indexes.
Three hours of my time and a fifty cent investment in a
Xerox machine plus a pleasant day in Boston lead me to
five useful, pertinent articles for the overcrowding
study.

The information drawn from the articles helped
the Committee analyze our survey data_more effectively.
New factors 910 as teacher satisfaction, union de-
mands, Junior high school enrollment, and the compe-
tence'and creativity of the faculty were related to
class size. These factors hadn't occured to us when
we originally defined our.problem and interpreted our
survey. The literature enabled us to re-evaluate
the dhta in a more professional', in-depth manner. Even
if class size is judged "about right" by students,
other factors may tie important in deciding the ideal
class size for a school.

For example, a 1974 National Education Asscciation
Research Survey of public school teachers revealed that
74.1% of therespondents believed small classes to be
extremely important for job satisfaction--a fact which
helped us conclude that teachers consider class size
of greater importance than students do. In an article
entitled, "Crowding and the Education Process.," Reuben
M. Baron emphasizes the strong influence of the physical
environment (noise, lighting, room temperature, etc.)
on student perceptions of overcrowding. From this study
we concluded that Brockton High's extensive facilities
are aesthetically pleasing and climactically comforta-
ble. These and other findings helped us give new mean-
ing to our facts and figures_

The committee is preparing a report on its find_ngs
to be submitted to the Brockton School Committee in May,
1976. With the added strength of the literature on
overcrowding, we have compiled a more intelligent and
tomprehensive analysis than could be gleaned from sta-
tistics alone.. We may hot rattle the School Committee
into action, but we have at least provided the basis
for further action and study on the overcrowding problem
at Brockton High.
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I.R.E. PUBLICATIONS

ORCER BLANK

ACTION RESEARCH: A NEW STYLE OF POLITICS IN EDUCATION
by Parker Palmer and Elden Jacobsen, 1975. $1.50

THE COMMUNITY AT THE BARGAINING TABLE
_by SeYmour Sarason and an I.R.E. Study Team, 1975 3.00

TOGETHER: SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITIES
by Miriam Clasby, 1975. 4.00

CITIZEN ACTION IN EDUCATION, quarterly journal
of the Institute for Responsive Education 5.00/yr

**FACTS FOR A CHANGE: Citizen Action Research for
Better Schools by Bill Burges, 1976. 5.00

*WORDS, PICTURES, MEDIA: Communication in Educa-
tional Politics by Lloyd Prentice, 1976. 4.00

FACTS AND FIGURES: A Layman's Guide to
Conducting Surveys by Bill Burges, 1976. 4.00

**COLLECTIN6 EVIDENCE: A Layman's Guide to Pa ti-
cipant Observation by Ferreira and Burges, 1976 . 2.00

**YOU CAN LOOK IT UP: Finding. Educational
Documents by Bill Burges, 1976.

SCHOOLS WHERE PARENTS MAKE A DIFFERENCE
edited by Don Davies 3.95

**Publications starred are part of set ca
Total value is $17.00, but if all five
price is $14.00.

ed FACTUAL POLITICS.
e ordered together,

Yes, I mould like sets called FACTUAL POLITICS

:To order, please return this form with payment to:
Institute for Responsive Education
704 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02215

Your name

Address

City State Zip_

Prici

'E.nclosed is my check for Please bill me.
AOrders for $10.00 or less mus_ be .kccompanied by payment or requisitiol
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OTHER I.R.E. PUBLICATIONS

CITIZEN ACTION IN EDUCATION, quarterly journal of the Institute. New models
and ideas for citizen involvement in schools from Alaska to Florida are
reported in CAE. For citizens and school people who believe that citizen
involvement in school decision-making creates better schools. $5.00/year

ACTION RESEARCH: A NEW STYLE OF POLITICS IN EDUCATION
by Parker Palmer and Elden Jacobsen, 1975.

A citizen action research program helps citizens define issues, get the facts,
determine what needs to be done, and then put plans into action. It is involve-
ment and research--putting community power to work to solve community and edu-
cational problems. $1.50

THE COMMUNITY AT THE BARGAINING TABLE
by Seymour Sarason and an I.R.E. study team, 1975.

Citizens are locked out of the bargaining process whichdetermines a widening
scope of education policy. This report proposes five alternative models for
community involvement in bargaining. $3.00

TOGETHER: SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITIES
by Miriam Clasby, 1975.
A handbook and resource directory developed from aproject in MaSsachusetts to
study and encourage school/community collaboration. Includes suggestions for
for advisory councils, organizations and schools and community people
interested in "getting it together." $4.00

PATTERNS OF PARTICIPATION
Report of a national survey of citizen participation in educational decision
making, 1975, is no longer available from I.R.E. For copies, send $4.43
(hard coVer price) or $.76 (microfiche) to: ERIC Document Reproduction
Service, P. O. Box 190, Arlington, Virginia 22210 and ask for document
number: ED 108 350.

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN EDUCATION: ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
by Don Davies, 1974.

Not available from I.R.E. For copies, send-$7.50 to ERIC, Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,Washington, D.C. 20402.

SCHOOLS WHERE PARENTS MAKE A DIFFERENCE
edited by Don Davies

From Arizona Navaho schools to a "dream school" in a wealthy San Francisco
suburb to inner city schools in troubled Milwaukee, parents are deciding what
kinds of schools they want, how they want them to operate, and in many cases
digging deep-into their pockets and scrambling for outside support for them.
Diane Divoky, co-author of The Mytil of the Hyperactiye Child, opens the book
with a chapter about Lagunitas, a 500-chi1d district in northern California.
Lagunitas offers three very different kinds of education to parents, all in
the same school. They have a choice between very openand very traditional
classes, with "Academic Plus" in the middle. Boston Globe editor Muriel
Cohen recounts successes and failures of citizen groups in Boston's torn
system. And Jim Branscome, a newspaperman in Tennessee, spins together his
experiences in West Virginia With a federal program and a rural school district.

$3.95
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